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HOW TO FIND AN ADVERTISEMENT JOB ON GRANTED

 If you are in search of a job in advertising, Granted is a great place
to find that job. They have thousands of advertising and marketing jobs in all different levels, all across the country. You can find ad sale jobs, entry level
advertising consulting jobs, and executive-level jobs working for a prestigious ad agency. Here are some tips for finding your dream job in advertising. Browse
the Categories One of the easiest ways to view the different advertising jobs available is by going through the categories. There is a main “Advertising”
category, which is a good place to start. Once you click on this category, you find the top 30 sub-categories relating to advertising. These are not all the
categories, but the main ones with hundreds of listings in each sub-category. Some sub-categories include ad sales, advertising account manager, advertising
management, advertising entry-level, advertising coordinator, advertising publishing, and advertising representative. As you can see, sub-categories including
job titles, types of companies, industries, and the level of the job. Look Through Job Titles An alternative to going through categories is clicking on the job
title “advertising” by going to the A list. This lists the top 40 job titles under A, and advertising is one of them. Instead of being given sub-categories, it goes
right to a list of results for any job titles including the word advertising. On the left-hand side, look through the categories to find what is most relevant. Use
Keyword Search If there are certain aspects of the advertising job you want, like entry level or a specific industry, a keyword search can be helpful. This will be
faster and easier, giving you results pertaining to whatever keywords you included. For location, enter any city and state you want, or just the state. Company
Name Perhaps you already know some advertising firms you want to work for. Then you can go through the company names by the first letter and see if they
have advertising jobs on Granted. Where can you find the most Advertising Entry Level jobs? Click here.

 


